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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) market has been ever-growing because both the demand of smart lives and the number 

of mobile users keep increasing. On the other hand, IoT device manufacturers tend to employ proprietary operating systems and network 

protocols, which may lead device interoperability issues. The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) has established a standard protocol for 

seamless IoT communication. IoTivity is one of reference implementations that conforms to the OCF specification. IoTivity utilizes both 

Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) and Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) to support a lightweight and secure 

communication. Although a packet analysis tool like Wireshark offers a feature to decrypt messages over TLS or DTLS by feeding a session 

key that a Web browser records, it cannot be directly applied to IoTivity because it lacks such a key-tracing functionality. In this paper, we 

present an IoTivity Packet Parser (IPP) for encrypted CoAP messages tailored to IoTivity. To this end, we modify IoTivity source code to 

extract required keys, and leverage them to parse each field automatically for further protocol analysis in a handy manner. 
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